This vacancy is posted on USAjobs announcement number 20-NA-KCFO-XE-00489; open 4/10/20 and closes 5/11/20. USAJobs link is https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/565317200

This position does have a positive education requirement in Engineering (801 series) or Physical Science (1301 series).

The incumbent of this position serves as Manager, Kansas City Field Office, reports directly to the NNSA Administrator, and is responsible for overall management and executive direction of technical programs, projects, and activities performed by the KCFO. The KCFO Manager also has responsibility for NNSA operations under the Kansas City National Security Campus (KCNSC) contract; a multi-year $3.25 billion dollar contract. The KCNSC is responsible for manufacturing and procuring 85% of the nation's non-nuclear weapon components. This includes operations in Kansas City, Missouri, and Albuquerque and Los Alamos, New Mexico and covers a diverse set of manufacturing and procurement activities for NNSA and national security customers. Products include electronic, mechanical, and engineered material components.

The incumbent is responsible for the administration and oversight of the performance of the Management and Operating (M&O) contract at the Field Office, direction to the support of NNSA and non-NNSA programs, and ensuring adequate safety, security, and control of operations. Additionally the incumbent implements Field Office-specific plans; manages infrastructure and facilities program execution; implements environmental, safety, health, and business management programs to ensure proper controls and oversight at the Field Office that are sensitive in nature and have the potential to impact both the Field Office and the entire NNSA enterprise. Oversees implementation of environmental, safety and health programs at the Field Office and interfaces with the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board on Field Office-specific issues.

The position is a Senior Technical Safety Manager (STSM) position and requires the incumbent to be a qualified STSM or have the ability to qualify as an STMS under the Technical Qualification Program within the timeframe specified by the program.

A DOE ‘Q’ level clearance is required.

This position is subject to SES mobility.
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**DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES - ADMINISTRATION FOR CHILDREN AND FAMILIES**

**Announcement No:** DHRA213.0  
**Rotation Type:** DETAIL  
**Title:** DETAIL: SITE DIRECTOR  
**Location:** TX  
**Length,(Months):** 4  
**Required,Clearance:** N/A  
**Agency POC:** Tim Busiere - Timothy.Busiere@acf.hhs.gov (202-961-8258)

An historic increase in unaccompanied children (UC) referrals to ACF’s Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR) has placed incredible demands on its UC Program. Due to this influx, as well as the COVID-19 pandemic which limited State-licensed bed capacity, ORR opened numerous Emergency Intake Sites to shelter UC while awaiting reunification with their sponsors in America.

ORR is soliciting interest from SES for the role of Site Director. These individuals lead diverse teams, interact with a multitude of stakeholders, and run 24/7 operations to ensure the health, safety, and well-being of UC in care while working to reunify them. This is a high-profile position. Site Directors act as principal federal representatives and liaise regularly with ORR leadership in Washington while overseeing federal staff, operations, and processes.

The position requires strong management, collaboration, and communication skills to be utilized in a constantly evolving environment. Expertise in relationship management is essential. Site Directors meet frequently with contractor leadership to communicate expectations and to ensure regulatory and contractual compliance.

A longitudinal observation of previously successful SES Site Leads demonstrates that the skillsets required to attain, and excel at, a position within SES suggests the capacity, and likelihood, to be successful within this detail.

This is a reimbursable, field-based detail. Travel, lodging, and per diem will be paid by ORR.

Source: OPM Executive and Schedule C System (ESCS)
An historic increase in unaccompanied children (UC) referrals to ACF’s Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR) has placed incredible demands on its UC Program. Due to this influx, as well as the COVID-19 pandemic which limited State-licensed bed capacity, ORR opened numerous Emergency Intake Sites to shelter UC while awaiting reunification with their sponsors in America.

ORR is soliciting interest from SES for the role of Site Director. These individuals lead diverse teams, interact with a multitude of stakeholders, and run 24/7 operations to ensure the health, safety, and well-being of UC in care while working to reunify them. This is a high-profile position. Site Directors act as principal federal representatives and liaise regularly with ORR leadership in Washington while overseeing federal staff, operations, and processes.

The position requires strong management, collaboration, and communication skills to be utilized in a constantly evolving environment. Expertise in relationship management is essential. Site Directors meet frequently with contractor leadership to communicate expectations and to ensure regulatory and contractual compliance.

A longitudinal observation of previously successful SES Site Leads demonstrates that the skillsets required to attain, and excel at, a position within SES suggests the capacity, and likelihood, to be successful within this detail.

This is a reimbursable, field-based detail. Travel, lodging, and per diem will be paid by ORR.
In this role, you will provide critical leadership to an organization responsible for the federal oversight of Medicaid, CHIP and Basic Health Program (BHP) operations which provide essential health care coverage to more than 87 million people with annual outlays of more than $600 billion. You will also provide executive leadership in the development of related policies and procedures which support and assure effective state program administration and beneficiary outcomes.
As Director, Office of Acquisition Services, you will:

- provide oversight to the overall fiscal and administrative management of the agency's acquisition program and contract awards to domestic and international organizations;
- plan, manage, and coordinate the business related activities associated with the negotiation, award, and administration of contracts throughout CDC/ATSDR;
- direct and coordinate the functions of subordinate managers and specialized staff in the management of acquisition services on policies, procedures, operations, data management, training, and performance functions;
- provide senior leadership in the formulation of policies and decisions affecting numerous aspects of the agency's programmatic administrative operations;
- develop, approve, and implement new or modified policies, procedures, and internal controls concerning acquisition and contract management and administration;
- provide oversight for the acquisition and contract management process in accordance with provisions of federal statues, regulations, and policies prior to and after the award of the contract;
- develop, review, and evaluate acquisition and contract management policies, procedures, and operations which contribute to the accomplishment of the agency's goals and objectives;
- provide executive leadership and direction to senior executive staff regarding acquisition and contract management policies, plans, and operational guidelines;
- serve as the advisor to all respective committees and groups and represent the agency at the HHS level to develop new and/or revised policies;
- manage the planning, design, and execution of ongoing internal audits of contract administration;
- represent and respond on behalf of the agency as necessary with regards to audits, Inspector General and Government Accountability Office reports involving CDC/ASTDR acquisition and contract program services and activities.
As Deputy Chief Financial Officer, you will:

provide executive leadership and managerial oversight for all budget, financial management, accounting, grant services, and acquisition services for day-to-day operations and functions as Deputy Director of the Office of Financial Resources;
provide accounting and related fiscal services, including internal auditing functions throughout the agency and oversee compliance with government budgetary and accounting activities across the agency;
conduct financial management functions with primary responsibility for financial administration including the requisition, apportionment, allotment, accounting and auditing of funds, and fiscal management, activity reporting, and related financial management activities;
advise the Chief Financial Officer (CFO) on all aspects of accounting and financial reporting, policy, and system requirements;
oversee and develop the preparation of the annual CFO Report as required by the Chief Financial Officer's Act and other reports to external agencies such as the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), Department of Treasury, Government Accounting Office, Office of the Inspector General, and Office of Management and Budget and ensure any problems identified are properly addressed;
provide a comprehensive financial management information system, including the design, development and preparation of financial reports and analyses for senior operating officials;
establish, develop, and maintain effective working relationships with CDC's/ATSDR's senior management, DHHS, and congressional officials, and subject matter experts.
Serves as one of two Deputy Associate Administrators and Chief Medical Officer. Provides executive leadership for issues regarding clinical quality, clinical policy and evidence-based decision-making for BPHC programs.

Reviews clinical/medical implications of BPHC policies and procedures and advises the Associate Administrator of their impact on BPHC programs.

Keeps abreast of the rapidly changing priorities in health care delivery and provides authoritative medical advice in the development of clinical policies that incorporates the programmatic and legislative requirements of the BPHC programs.

Provides executive leadership and direction to ensure integration of clinical quality improvement into all aspects of health center operations. Identifies and develops best practices and techniques in clinical quality improvement. Develops and collaborates on clinical initiatives which promote clinical quality improvement.

Leads in the design and operational refinement of an integrated BPHC data and information system, which includes tools for measuring the impact and health outcomes of BPHC Programs, and supports analyses of data to identify opportunities to improve care and assess success of improvement interventions. Identifies, prioritizes, and develops system content to advance clinical and health related aspects for future initiatives.

Represents the Bureau/Agency by fulfilling a variety of speaking engagements and presenting the BPHC’s programs to professional and lay groups, State and local agencies, national and organizations.

Participates in, and contributes to, meetings and conference with top level agency/departmental officials, senior program managers and subject matter specialists, counterparts from other Federal, State, and local governmental agencies, constituent groups and others to discuss and explain policies, plans and programs as they relate to clinical activities.
Current SES Rotation Announcements
as of 08/02/2022

Announcement No: DHRA2222.
Rotation Type: EXECUTIVE REASSIGNMENT/TRANSFER
Title: DEPUTY ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR, BUREAU OF PRIMARY HEALTH CARE
Location: MD
Length,(Months): 0
Required,Clearance: Confidential (C)
Agency POC: Ask HR - ASKHR@hrsa.gov ((301) 443-3780)

Posted: https://www.usajobs.gov/job/664244200
Closes: 8/11/2022

Serves as one of two Deputy Associate Administrators. Provides executive leadership and direction for the development and implementation of BPHC programs that deliver high quality, comprehensive primary health care. Identifies and develops an extensive range of activities to improve quality and safety, and implements major improvements to increase access to primary health care and health outcomes for underserved populations.
Provides policy guidance on the formulation of budget requests and justifications for quality improvements in BPHC programs. Directs the development of new legislative proposals or proposing modification to existing legislation. Considers legislative proposals and recommends a course of action to the Associate Administrator. Provides backup to the Associate Administrator in the presentation of budget and program information to the Department, OMB and Congress.
Provides executive direction to key staff in determining and defining long-range operation and management goals and objectives.
Provides executive leadership and direction to ensure integration of quality improvement into all aspects of health center operations. Identifies and develops best practices and techniques in quality improvement. Develops and collaborates on initiatives which promote quality improvement to systematically improve care.
Directs the design and operational refinement of an integrated BPHC data and information system, which includes tools for measuring the impact and health outcomes of BPHC Programs, and supports analyses of data to identify opportunities to improve care and assess success of improvement interventions.
Represents the Bureau/Agency by fulfilling a variety of speaking engagements and presenting the BPHC's programs to professional and lay groups, State and local agencies, national and organizations.
Participates in, and contributes to, meetings and conference with top level agency/departmental officials, senior program managers and subject matter specialists, counterparts from other Federal, State, and local governmental agencies, constituent groups and others to discuss and explain policies, plans and programs as they relate to BPHC activities.

Source: OPM Executive and Schedule C System (ESCS)
08/02/2022 12:00:01PM
Serves as the senior executive responsible for planning, directing, analyzing, and coordinating a comprehensive budget program for the ARPA-H. Also, serves on the executive leadership team to create the Agency's strategic plan.

Supervises a highly specialized organization that will consist of three Divisions and six branches that have Agency-level responsibility for formulation, presentation, and execution of an administrative and research budget.

Acts under the direction of the Director, ARPA-H as the principal source of expertise in the Agency to whom the Director and other senior leadership look to for advice and counsel in the full range of budget-related matters.

Directs, plans, and organizes (1) an integrated financial accounting payment and reporting system designed to meet ARPA-H's financial management needs and requirements of the Office of Management and Budget and the Government Accountability Office;
This position is located in the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), Office of the Secretary (OS), Office of Global Affairs (OGA). OGA promotes the health and well-being of Americans and of the world's population by advancing global strategies and partnerships working with the United States Government (USG) agencies in the coordination of global health policy.
The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) is seeking an experienced Senior Executive to serve as the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Equity, Diversity and Inclusion (DAS EDI) and Chief Diversity Officer (CDO), located in the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Administration. HHS is ranked as one of the top large federal agencies in the 2021 Best Places to Work in the Federal Government and serves as the nation's principal agency to enhance the health and well-being of all Americans, by providing for effective health and human services and by fostering sound, sustained advances in the sciences underlying medicine, public health, and social services.

As the DAS EDI you will have the opportunity to affect positive change across the HHS enterprise. The Office of Equal Employment Opportunity, Diversity & Inclusion (EEODI) administers and ensures compliance with the laws, regulations, policies, and guidance that prohibit discrimination in the federal workplace for employees and applicants. You will provide executive leadership and strategic direction on DEIA issues and serve as a critical partner to the Secretary, Deputy Secretary, Assistant Secretary for Administration, and other senior leaders. In addition to providing the overall direction and supervision of the professional and contract staff you will serve as the focal point for HHS policy formulation, implementation, consulting, and strategic management of the equal employment opportunity, accessibility, reasonable accommodation, affirmative action, diversity, and inclusion programs.

If you are interested in leaving a legacy, then we are interested in talking to you. This position is open to current members of the Senior Executive Service, reinstatement eligible SES, and SES Candidate Development Program Graduates.

High performing GS-15’s may be considered for a detail opportunity.

Source: OPM Executive and Schedule C System (ESCS) 08/02/2022 12:00:01PM
Current SES Rotation Announcements
as of 08/02/2022
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES - OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR HEALTH
Announcement No: DHRA2228.
Rotation Type: EXECUTIVE REASSIGNMENT/TRANSFER
Title: PRINCIPAL DEPUTY DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF MINORITY HEALTH
Location: MD
Length,(Months): 0
Required,Clearance: N/A
Agency POC: Gregory Stewart - Gregory.Stewart@hhs.gov (202-401-5714)

Posted: https://www.usajobs.gov/job/664803000
Closes: 8/15/22

Provide programmatic, operational and administrative oversight of all aspects within purview and jurisdiction. Oversees the day-to-day management of the organization, to include activities related to convening partners, analyzing and reporting data and policy issues, conducting policy or program demonstrations and evaluations, and disseminating information to diverse audiences via varied communication channels.

Provide strategic leadership and/or support of departmental efforts in carrying out minority health policies and programs in an efficient, innovative, and cost-effective manner. Leads intra- and inter-departmental workgroups, policy committees and task forces; and HHS's response to Executive Orders and White House Initiatives.

Provide strategic direction and oversight in dialogue and partnerships with external organizations across government and other sectors in order to identify, evaluate, and/or promote policies, programs and practices that successfully reduce racial and ethnic health disparities.

Source: OPM Executive and Schedule C System (ESCS)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Announcement No: DHRA2218.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rotation Type: EXECUTIVE REASSIGNMENT/TRANSFER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title: DIRECTOR OFFICE OF LEGAL RESOURCES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location: DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length,(Months): 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required, Clearance: Top Secret (TS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agency POC: Gregory Stewart - <a href="mailto:Gregory.Stewart@hhs.gov">Gregory.Stewart@hhs.gov</a> (202-401-5714)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Office of the General Counsel (OGC) is the legal team for the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), providing quality representation and legal advice on a wide range of highly visible national issues. OGC supports the development and implementation of the Department's programs by providing the highest quality legal services to the Secretary of HHS and the organization's various agencies and divisions.
The Office of the General Counsel (OGC) is the legal team for the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), providing quality representation and legal advice on a wide range of highly visible national issues. OGC supports the development and implementation of the Department's programs by providing the highest quality legal services to the Secretary of HHS and the organization's various agencies and divisions.
The Deputy Chief Operating Officer (DCOO) is a critical executive who serves as the second-in-command to the Chief Operating Officer (COO), responsible for strategic and operational planning, directing a multifunctional and diverse staff, managing concurrent lines of effort, coordinating and reporting across the department and interagency, building budgets / spend plans and evaluating costs, schedule, performance, of operational matters involving the Government's COVID-19 response and other public health response activities.

The DCOO serves under the direction of the COO, the Assistant Secretary of Preparedness and Response, and Secretary of HHS, receiving broad latitude and discretion in exercising responsibilities as a Senior Leader for HHS - Coordination Operations and Response Element (H-CORE).
The incumbent demonstrates and exercises leadership in the functional management oversight over the FOH, which seeks to ease burden and drive efficiencies through standardization, modernization, and streamlining the technology. Responds to customer needs through continuous engagement and robust feedback loops.

The Director, FOH, reports to the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Program Support (PSC Director), and provides advice and guidance with respect to all aspects of FOH.
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES - OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
Announcement No: DHRA2231.
Rotation Type: EXECUTIVE REASSIGNMENT/TRANSFER
Title: DEPUTY DIRECTOR, PROGRAM SUPPORT CENTER
Location: MD
Length,(Months): 0
Required,Clearance: N/A
Agency POC: Breanna Stewart - Breanna.Stewart@hhs.gov (202) 969-3583

Posted: https://www.usajobs.gov/job/668359300
Closes: 8/19/22

The incumbent demonstrates and exercises leadership in the functional management oversight over the PSC, which seeks to ease burden and drive efficiencies through standardization, modernization, and streamlining technology. Responds to customer needs through continuous engagement and robust feedback loops.

The Deputy Director, Program Support Center reports to the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Program Support (PSC Director) and provides advice and guidance with respect to all aspects of PSC.
The Regional Director leads staff in delivering programs that (1) provide expert planning, analyses, and advice on the development and implementation of policies, procedures, and directives on cyber and critical infrastructure protection; (2) assist Federal, State, Local, Territorial, and Tribal officials in planning and executing activities, to include sector analyses, security and resilience initiatives, and the review and interpretation and application of new directives and program changes; (3) advise stakeholders, to include senior government officials at all levels, on security and critical infrastructure resilience across a range of threats and considerations, to include system security and communications resilience; (4) facilitate stakeholder development of, and participation in, exercises and other preparedness activities involving both cyber and physical threats; (5) support to National Security Special Events (NSSEs) and DHS Homeland Security Special Events Activity Rating (SEAR) events; (6) monitor information and status on cyber and physical threats and incidents, ensuring information is shared with government and the private sector; (7) educate the local communities on the Chemical Facility Anti-Terrorism Standards (CFATS) program and perform outreach in support of the identification of potentially non-compliant facilities; and (8) coordinating with stakeholders and partners to identify requirements for developing and enhancing CISA’s suite of tools and methodologies, focused on reducing cyber and physical threat vulnerabilities. The CISA Regional Director represents the Agency in the full breadth of stakeholder coordination mechanisms with their regional partners, including State and local government, academic groups, and private sector committees. The Regional Director also serves as the direct representative of the CISA Director for regional engagements and represents CISA to other Federal entities with a regional presence such as FEMA and the FBI. The CISA Regional Director is ultimately responsible for ensuring that CISA’s stakeholder-centric operational model is effectively and successfully implemented across all mission areas throughout his or her respective Region.